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Paul Foley

From: Alex Parker [aj5parker@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, February 10, 2017 11:59 AM
To: Paul Foley
Cc: Alex Parker
Subject: Letter to MVC

February 10th 2017 

 

Dear MVC Commissioners: 

 

To qualify this letter, I am a graduate of MVRHS, former MVRHS soccer team captain and co-president of the 
student body. I understand the interest in artificial turf. However, we need to make decisions with all the facts 
and am deeply concerned that good intentions are failing us.  

 

While neglected grass fields are not good, can we find a solution that delivers high quality facilities without 
unknown consequences? 

 

Environmentally, we can debate impact, and I leave that for the experts -- independent experts, not the 
manufacturer and sales representative, who have blatant conflicts of interest. The fact that a law firm, which 
specializes in these matters, took the time to explicitly warn the community of adverse outcomes and future 
litigation should certainly not be ignored. Would MV@Play’s officers and school officials take personal 
liability or are they assuming unknown financial obligations for the community should the aforementioned 
lawsuit arise? 

 

Economically, we must not fall victim to the age-old freebie marketing scam -- or razor and blades business 
model. I give you a razor handle, but you buy $3 cartridge weekly for 18 months ($234). Or I give you an 
artificial turf field, but you pay ???? to maintain it in perpetuity. On a multi-million dollar donated facility, to 
take on unknown liability, for maintenance and replacement costs is more than reckless -- it is a violation of 
fiduciary duties and taxpayer trust.  

 

Some basic questions: What are the variable costs associated with this project (maintenance, insurance) and are 
they capped? Who has performed the due diligence and are they an objective party? Are MV@Play donors 
maintaining the fields or sticking the Island community with a huge liability? Is this just an age-old hustle, 
which community members have been lulled into, having their good intentions used against them? If my island 
education taught me anything it is to ask questions, and make important decisions only when I fully understand 
all aspects of a proposition. 
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A common ground is out there. Everyone wants improved facilities. The status quo is not OK. But is artificial 
turf really our best option and do we fully understand the downsides, long term legal liabilities, and variable 
expenses associated with the proposed project? The short answer is no. Rather than sharing a common goal of 
having the safest facility for student athletes, which the school can actually afford on a long term basis, people 
are trying to force artificial turf and thus unknown consequences. Let’s take a “time out” and get the answers 
and education we need to move forward in the best possible direction collaboratively.  

 

Playing primarily on artificial turf now, as a result of living in an urban environment, I long for the days of 
playing on natural grass. Let’s work together to find the best solution without taking uncalculated risks. 

 

Respectfully,  

 

Alex Parker - MVRHS Class of 2006 

 
--  
Alex J. Parker 
+1 (508) 524-0331 
aj5parker@gmail.com 


